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PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:  This document contains information covered under the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USC 552a and its various implementing regulations and must be protected in accordance with those provisions.  You, the recipient and user, are obliged to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner.  Re-disclosure without consent or as permitted by law is prohibited.  Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality subjects you to application of appropriate sanctions.  If you have received this correspondence in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy any copies you have made.
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY Privacy Sensitive
  SUBJECT:       Prior Commission Officers
 AUTHORITY (IF PERMANENT):
    COMNAVCRUITCOMINST 1131.2 (Series)
1.  I have previously held a commission in either the USN, USA, USMC, USAF, USSF, USCG, USPHS or NOAA.  ____ Initials.
 2.  I have subsequently resigned my commission. _____ Initials.
 3.  I am applying for a direct commission officer (DCO) program via Navy Recruiting Command. _____ Initials.
 4.  The designator(s) for which I am applying is/are different from my previous designators(s). (For prior Navy or Navy Reserve Officers
only) _____ Initials.
 5.  I understand that if selected for the DCO program and offered the opportunity to commission, the program authorization under which I was selected will determine the paygrade for my initial appointment. _____ Initials.
 6. I further understand that the paygrade for my initial appointment could be different from the paygrade held before resigning my commission. _____ Initials.
             ______________________                                                 ______________________________
                   Applicant Name                                                                    Applicant Signature and Date
            ______________________                                                 ______________________________
                   Recruiter Name                                                                    Recruiter Signature and Date
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